VITALITÉ MINÉRALE
A unique treatment range with one single goal: to bring the well-being and balance of the body and mind of
a spa lifestyle to your home care routine. Indulge in relaxation and pleasure with minerals from semi-precious
gemstones, trace elements and aromatic oils to achieve tranquillity and revitalisation.

EAU DE SOIN
Treatment mineral fragrance
Actions / benefits:
This refreshing treatment water delicately nourishes, softens and scents the
skin with Rose Petals, Lily of the Valley and Vanilla. The oligo-mineral
Complex re-mineralises, replenishes and rebalances the skin’s metabolism,
while Birch Sap moisturises and tones. This product creates an irresistible
feeling of comfort and vitality, invigorating the body and mind.
100ml bottle.
Directions for use:
Spray your entire body at any time of the day for a delightful feeling of wellbeing and vitality.
Related products:
Douche Minérale • Huile Précieuse Minérale • Crème Délice Minérale.

DOUCHE MINÉRALE
Revitalising shower gel with trace mineral complex
Actions / benefits:
Scented with Eau de Soin, this shower gel invigorates and tones the skin,
leaving it soft and radiant. It hydrates and revitalises with Meadowsweet.
200ml tube.
Related products:
Huile Précieuse Minérale • Crème Délice Minérale • Eau de Soin.

CRÈME DÉLICE MINÉRALE
Relaxing regenerating care
Actions / benefits:
The seductive, nourishing texture melts on the skin and provides relief from
tension. With the addition of Rhodochrosite gemstone extract and Jojoba oil,
this rich cream will relax and regenerate the skin, leaving it unbelievably
comfortable and deeply nourished.
200ml jar.
Directions for use:
Apply the cream in slow circular movements, breathe deeply, and bring
peace to your body and mind.
Related products:
Douche Minérale • Huile Précieuse Minérale • Eau de Soin

HUILE PRÉCIEUSE MINÉRALE
Regenerating dry oil
Actions / benefits:
A regenerating dry oil that nourishes, moisturises* and comforts the skin with
Jojoba, Apricot Kernel, Macadamia, Avocado and Borage Oils. With its nongreasy and no-shine formula, tension seems to slip away and a feeling of
well-being and true vitality fills the body. Calendula Oil calms and soothes
the skin. Your nourished skin is soft, supple and satiny; it feels delightfully silky.
100ml bottle.
Directions for use:
Apply slowly and smoothly over the entire body, prolonging this moment of
intense well-being.
Related products:
Douche Minérale • Crème Délice Minérale • Eau de Soin.

